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ABSTRACT

Music source separation (MSS) faces challenges due to

the limited availability of correctly-labeled individual in-

strument tracks. With the push to acquire larger datasets

to improve MSS performance, the inevitability of encoun-

tering mislabeled individual instrument tracks becomes a

significant challenge to address. This paper introduces an

automated technique for refining the labels in a partially

mislabeled dataset. Our proposed self-refining technique,

employed with a noisy-labeled dataset, results in only a 1%

accuracy degradation in multi-label instrument recognition

compared to a classifier trained on a clean-labeled dataset.

The study demonstrates the importance of refining noisy-

labeled data in MSS model training and shows that utiliz-

ing the refined dataset leads to comparable results derived

from a clean-labeled dataset. Notably, upon only access

to a noisy dataset, MSS models trained on a self-refined

dataset even outperform those trained on a dataset refined

with a classifier trained on clean labels.

1. INTRODUCTION

Music source separation (MSS) is a critical task in the

field of music information retrieval (MIR), with applica-

tions ranging from remixing [1–3] to transcription [4–6]

and music education [7, 8]. To train high-performing MSS

models, it is essential to have clean single-stem music

recordings for guidance, which serve as the ground truth

for model training. However, obtaining clean, large-scale

datasets of single instrument tracks remains a challenging

task.

With the increasing availability of music data on the in-

ternet, platforms such as YouTube provide a vast pool of

potential single-instrument tracks. Although these sources

offer an opportunity for performance gains through larger

training datasets, collecting single instrument tracks from

such platforms inevitably leads to encountering tracks with
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Figure 1. Overview of self-refining procedure on a noisy-

labeled dataset for music source separation.

incorrect labels. For example, a query aimed at obtain-

ing drum recordings might yield results that contain other

types of instruments or noise, causing discrepancies be-

tween the expected and actual content of the collected

recordings.

Label noise in datasets can arise from various factors,

such as bleeding between instrument tracks, mislabeling

due to human error, or the ambiguous timbre of instru-

ments that resemble other instrument categories [9]. These

factors make it challenging to assign a single definitive in-

strument label to a given recording. Such label noise is

detrimental to the performance of MSS models, and there

is a pressing need for an approach that can effectively train

MSS models using partially corrupted datasets.

In response to this challenge, we propose an automated

approach for refining mislabeled instrument tracks in a par-

tially noisy-labeled dataset. Our self-refining technique,

which leverages noisy-labeled data, results in only a 1%

accuracy degradation for multi-label instrument recogni-

tion compared to a classifier trained with a clean-labeled

dataset. The study highlights the importance of refining

noisy-labeled data for training MSS models and demon-

strates that utilizing the refined dataset for MSS yields re-

sults comparable to those obtained using a clean-labeled

dataset. Notably, when only a noisy dataset is available,

MSS models trained on self-refined datasets even outper-

form those trained on datasets refined with a classifier

trained on clean labels. This paper presents a comprehen-

sive analysis of our proposed method and its impact on the

performance of MSS models.
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Figure 2. Overall training procedure of the Instrument Classifier Ψ. The classifier is trained to perform instrument recogni-

tion with mixtures that are synthesized by randomly selecting each stem from the noisy labeled dataset. After this training

procedure, we refine the original noisy dataset and then use this new dataset to train the final Ψ.

2. RELATED WORKS

Self-training of machine learning models has been stud-

ied in various literatures, where a teacher model is first

trained with clean labeled data and is used as a label predic-

tor of unlabeled data, then a student model is trained with

clean and pseudo-labeled data [10, 11]. Recently, Xie et

al. proposed a noisy student method for self-training [12],

which uses an iterative training of teacher-student mod-

els and noise injection methods for training student mod-

els. Thanks to their usefulness, these self-training methods

have been used in diverse MIR tasks, such as singing voice

detection [13, 14] and vocal melody extraction [15].

Instrument recognition or classification has been re-

searched in various literatures, both in single-instrument

[16–19] or multi-source settings [20–27]. Although such

research has been focused on single or predominant-label

prediction, Zhong, et al. [28] recently proposed the hierar-

chical approach for multi-label music instrument classifi-

cation.

Our self-refining method for training of instrument clas-

sifier shares similar attributes with noisy student train-

ing [12] and the previous multi-label instrument classifi-

cation [28] but differs from some perspectives. i) We train

all our models only with partially noisy-labeled data, with-

out access to clean-labeled data. ii) We train the classi-

fiers for direct prediction of labels used in standard music

source separation, e.g., vocals, bass, drums, and others, in-

stead of the hierarchical approach. iii) We train multi-label

classifiers with mixtures of randomly selected instruments,

which are based on the characteristic of musical audio. If

there exist two different instruments in one audio signal,

that can be classified into two instruments. This random

mixing of different instrumental tracks has been used in

music source separation as well [29]. Note that the mixup

method [30], which is also a mixing method of two differ-

ent images, also shares a similar attribute with our method

but is used for regularization of training single-label clas-

sifiers, not like our multi-label classifiers.

3. METHODOLOGY

Given a real-world scenario where the available multi-

track dataset for MSS is partially incorrect with its instru-

ment labels, a possible naive approach is first to rectify

mislabeled tracks and then train an MSS model using stems

with the revised labels. In this section, we introduce an

effective training technique that first performs instrument

recognition by only utilizing data with noisy labels and

then leverages the refined dataset inferred with the trained

multi-label instrument classifier to train the MSS model.

With this two-stage approach, we explore the impact of the

refined noisy datasets on the performance of MSS models.

3.1 Multi-label Instrument Recognition

Figure 2 summarizes the proposed training procedure of

the Instrument Classifier Ψ. Similar yet different from

self-training, our approach learns directly from noisy la-

beled data and re-labels the training data to train the final

Ψ using this refined dataset. We call this training proce-

dure self-refining, and this is possible by random mixing,

a method to synthesize a mixture of multiple instruments

with pseudo labels. The random mixing technique takes

advantage of the acoustic music domain in that mixing

sources of different instrument tracks still leads to natural

output mixture, whereas naively combining different im-

ages in the image domain is likely to produce unrealistic

results. We further discuss about the benefits and the de-

tailed process of random mixing at 3.1.1.

The network architecture of Ψ is that of the ConvNeXt

model [31], where it has shown great performance on a

multi-instrument retrieval in [27]. The input of the net-

work is a stereo-channeled magnitude linear spectrogram.

Followed by a sigmoid layer, the model outputs four labels

indicating the presence of each stem. The objective func-

tion for instrument recognition LΨ is a mean absolute loss

between the estimated and synthesized pseudo labels. Pre-

liminary experiments showed no significant difference in

performance when employing mean absolute loss as com-

pared to binary cross-entropy loss. This is likely due to
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Figure 3. Music source separation training. Similar to the training procedure of the instrument classifier, we randomly mix

each stem from the refined dataset to synthesize a mixture and use it as a network input. When a multi-labeled segment is

selected for synthesis, the corresponding estimated stems are summed for loss computation.

the random mixing sampling that ensures similar occur-

rences of positive and negative labels of each instrument

class during the training procedure.

3.1.1 Random Mixing

Randomly mixing stems with label noise not only creates

various combinations of multi-labeled mixtures for train-

ing the instrument classifier but also brings the chance to

generate a correct pseudo label from mislabeled stems. For

instance, if we randomly select one correctly labeled drum

track and a track that contains both sources of drums and

vocals but is mislabeled as vocals, the mixing process syn-

thesizes a correctly labeled mixture. Thanks to these for-

tunate chances, the random mixing technique assists the

instrument classifier’s accuracy in refining the label noise

dataset by utilizing mislabeled stems.

To synthesize a random mixture and its pseudo label,

each stem is first selected with a chance rate from the noisy

dataset. The audio effects manipulation is then applied to

each chosen track by simulating the music mixing process

for data augmentation [3]. The order of applying audio

effects with random parameters is 1. dynamic range com-

pression, 2. algorithmic reverberation, 3. stereo imaging,

and 4. loudness manipulation. Labels corresponding to

randomly selected stems are used as a multi-label objec-

tive for the instrument classifier.

3.2 Music Source Separation

In this section, we describe the training procedure of MSS

model employing a multi-labeled refined dataset curated

by the classifier trained in Section 3.1. The majority

of MSS research has focused on estimating each of the

four instrument groups (vocals, bass, drums, and other)

[32–35]. However, our refined dataset contains sources la-

beled with multiple stems, which are unsuitable for use

as distinct target instruments. To utilize multi-labeled

sources, we propose an appropriate MSS training frame-

work tailored to our refined dataset.

First, we determine whether to include the multi-stem

source for each input mixture sample by considering the

probability p. If we decide not to include the multi-labeled

source, we can train the MSS model in a conventional man-

ner, computing the losses for each stem. Otherwise, we se-

lect a multi-labeled source from the refined dataset. Sub-

sequently, we choose the remaining stems that do not cor-

respond to the selected multi-labeled source from a pool

of single-labeled sources and combine them to simulate

a mixture. For example, when selecting a multi-labeled

source bass+drums, we opt for single sources labeled as

vocals and others to synthesize the mixture. After conduct-

ing inference with the MSS model, we add the estimated

stems corresponding to the multi-stem source of the input

mixture and assess the loss between them. Figure 3 illus-

trates our training procedure when a multi-labeled source

is selected. We compute the losses for each stem, treating

the multi-labeled source as an individual stem, and subse-

quently sum these losses to derive the final loss value.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Dataset

We use the label noise dataset provided by the Music

Demixing Challenge 2023 (MDX2023) [36], which con-

sists of 203 songs, licensed by Moises.AI 1 . Similar to

MUSDB18 [37], the provided dataset contains mixtures of

music recordings segregated into four different instrumen-

tal stems: vocals, bass, drums, and other. Each stem and

its corresponding label are intentionally altered to produce

a corrupted dataset to simulate mislabeling such as bleed-

ing or human mistakes. That is, for instance, drums.wav

may contain drum sounds and singing voices simultane-

ously, which is likely to be caused by bleeding. For an-

other example, a kick-drum sound might be mislabeled as

bass.wav when the pitch of the kick drum is melodic

enough to trick a human labeler. Due to the nature of the

MDX2023 challenge, the dataset does not contain the ac-

tual ground truth labels. Hence, we use all 203 songs of

the MDX2023 dataset only as training data.

To validate our system trained with noisy labeled data,

we employed the MUSDB18 [37] as the clean dataset for

comparison and evaluation. MUSDB18 comprises 150

songs, with 100 songs for the training and 50 songs for

the test set. We adopt the test subset for evaluating all sys-

tems, while the training subset is used to train the upper

bound system for observation.

Data preprocessing. To prevent models from mislabels

caused by silence, we remove all silent sections through-

1 https://moises.ai/
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Label Type Training Data

Accuracy / F1 Score

Precision / Recall

vocals bass drums other avg

Single-Label

clean
97.8% / 0.947

0.91 / 0.98

94.4% / 0.891

0.84 / 0.94

95.1% / 0.914

0.85 / 0.98

93.2% / 0.880

0.90 / 0.85

95.1% / 0.906

0.87 / 0.93

noisy
93.6% / 0.860

0.76 / 0.97

90.0% / 0.821

0.73 / 0.93

93.7% / 0.893

0.81 / 0.98

92.6% / 0.865

0.92 / 0.81

92.5% / 0.860

0.80 / 0.92

refined
96.1% / 0.911

0.84 / 0.98

89.6% / 0.818

0.71 / 0.96

93.1% / 0.884

0.79 / 0.98

92.3% / 0.862

0.90 / 0.82

92.8% / 0.866

0.80 / 0.93

Multi-Label

clean
92.4% / 0.929

0.92 / 0.93

89.6% / 0.905

0.89 / 0.92

90.5% / 0.913

0.87 / 0.95

88.1% / 0.878

0.90 / 0.85

90.2% / 0.907

0.90 / 0.91

noisy
87.9% / 0.895

0.83 / 0.96

87.5% / 0.888

0.86 / 0.93

87.7% / 0.891

0.82 / 0.96

87.3% / 0.872

0.88 / 0.87

87.6% / 0.887

0.85 / 0.93

refined
91.9% / 0.928

0.88 / 0.97

87.8% / 0.894

0.84 / 0.95

89.6% / 0.906

0.85 / 0.96

87.4% / 0.874

0.88 / 0.87

89.2% / 0.901

0.86 / 0.94

Table 1. Instrument recognition performance on single and multi-label instrument classifiers trained with different datasets.

The training data of clean, noisy, and refined each represents the training subset of MUSDB18, MDX2023, and MDX2023

refined with the instrument classifier trained with MDX2023 Ψnoisy, respectively.

out both datasets. The preprocessing procedure for silence

removal is as follows:

1. For each song, detect silent areas that are below 30

dB relative to the maximum peak amplitude.

2. Remove all detected areas then merge them into one

single long audio track.

3. Repeat 1. (with the threshold of 60 dB) and 2. based

on the merged audio track, in case of stems that are

almost silent.

After trimming silent regions, the total durations for each

stem in the respective order of vocals, bass, drums, and

other are [7.2, 7.8, 9.2, 10.3] hours for the MDX2023

dataset, and [2.2, 2.7, 2.9, 3.3] hours for the test subset of

MUSDB18. Note that for evaluating MSS performance,

we instead follow the original convention of processing

entire songs from the test subset without any silence re-

moval. We use the original audio specifications of both

datasets where all audio tracks are stereo-channeled and

have a sampling rate of 44.1 KHz.

4.2 Experimental Setups

For multi-label instrument recognition, the network archi-

tecture of Ψ is ConvNeXt’s tiny version [31], which con-

sists of 27.8M parameters. We feed the network with

stereo-channeled mixtures of instruments that are of 2.97

seconds, which are transformed into a time-frequency do-

main linear magnitude spectrogram with an FFT size of

2048 and a hop size of 512. We train all Ψ for 100 epochs.

During inference, Ψ performs classification by processing

the entire input audio in windows of a size equivalent to

the network input size, with a hop size of one-fourth of

this window size. The output labels from these windows

are then averaged to yield the final decision, based on a

threshold value of 0.9. We utilized this inference proce-

dure to refine the noisy dataset, which was then used to

train our MSS models. Our final version of the instrument

classifier trained on the refined dataset Ψrefined only uses

stems inferred as a single-labeled for better performance

based on our preliminary experiments.

We employed two MSS models, Hybrid Demucs (De-

mucs v3) [38] and CrossNet-Open-Unmix (X-UMX) [39],

to evaluate their performance when trained on the pro-

cessed datasets. Multi-labeled sources were selected with

a probability of 0.4, and input loudness normalization (-

14 LUFS) was applied for both training and inference in

accordance with [40]. pyloudnorm [41] was used for

loudness calculation [42].

For Demucs, the input duration was set to 3 seconds,

and optimization was performed using Adam optimizer

[43] and L1 loss on the time domain. The model was

trained for 21,000 iterations with a batch size of 160.

For X-UMX, the input duration was set to 6 seconds,

and optimization was performed using AdamW optimizer

[44] and mean squared error loss on the time-frequency do-

main. For the sake of simplicity, we omit the multi-domain

and combination loss proposed in [39]. The model was

trained for 56,400 iterations with a batch size of 32. For

the + finetune w/ multi-labeled model in Table 3, we first

train the model with only single-labeled data for 20,680

iterations, then finetune it with multi-labeled data for an-

other 35,720 iterations.

5. RESULTS

5.1 Instrument Recognition

Table 1 presents the instrument recognition performance of

the multi-instrument classifier on single-labeled and multi-

labeled data. As ground-truth labels are not available for

the MDX2023 dataset, we validate the classification per-

formance according to single and multi-labeled data with

the MUSDB18 test set for evaluation. For the multi-label

evaluation, we synthesized 3,941 mixtures from the test

set with the random mixing technique described in 3.1.1.

We observe the performance of Ψ trained with MUSDB18

(clean), MDX2023 (noisy), and MDX2023 once refined
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Network
Training

Data

SDR [dB]

vocals bass drums other avg

Demucs

[38]

clean 5.92 6.16 5.58 4.43 5.52

noisy 3.37 1.92 0.70 0.86 1.71

w/ Ψclean 5.31 5.12 1.32 2.16 3.48

w/ Ψnoisy 4.15 4.58 1.62 2.85 3.30

w/ Ψrefined 5.36 5.04 3.09 3.13 4.16

X-UMX

[39]

clean 5.76 4.44 5.47 3.65 4.83

noisy 3.39 1.78 1.52 0.96 1.91

w/ Ψclean 4.50 3.22 3.66 2.73 3.53

w/ Ψnoisy 4.72 4.11 3.22 2.89 3.74

w/ Ψrefined 4.99 3.93 5.00 3.18 4.28

Table 2. Source separation performance of Demucs v3

[38] and CrossNet-Open-Unmix [39] trained on different

training datasets. Sub-items below noisy dataset indicate

data refined with the respective instrument classifiers, de-

noted as Ψ•.

with Ψnoisy (refined). The evaluation metrics used are ac-

curacy, F1 score, precision, and recall for each instrument

class and the overall averaged result.

For single-labeled data, the classifier achieves the high-

est average performance on the clean dataset, with an ac-

curacy of 95.1% and an F1 score of 0.906. As clean

dataset does not contain any noisy labels, the obtained

results can be considered an upper bound for the perfor-

mances of the classifiers. The Ψ trained on refined dataset

results in slightly lower performance, with an accuracy

of 92.8% and F1 score of 0.866, while the noisy dataset

shows an accuracy of 92.5% and F1 score of 0.860. Al-

though the accuracy, F1 score, and precision are higher for

the noisy dataset in the bass, drums, and other stems, the

performance metrics for vocals and recall values across all

stems exhibit superior results when trained with the refined

dataset.

For instrument recognition on multi-labeled data, Ψ

trained on clean dataset yields an average accuracy of

90.2% and F1 score of 0.907. The noisy dataset results in

an accuracy of 87.6% and an F1 score of 0.887. The refined

dataset achieves superior performance, with an accuracy of

89.2% and an F1 score of 0.901, which is comparable to

the results obtained from the clean dataset. Contrary to the

evaluation with single-labeled data, the refined dataset gen-

erally demonstrates superior performance across all met-

rics in comparison to the noisy dataset. Notably, the re-

call values are observed to be even higher than those of the

clean dataset. An in-depth analysis of the multi-instrument

classifier results, alongside the performance outcomes of

the MSS models, is discussed in Section 5.2.

5.2 Source Separation

The results of MSS models trained on different training

datasets are presented in Table 2. In our evaluation, we

used Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SDR) [45], which is cal-

culated using the museval toolkit [46]. For all MSS ex-

periments, we report the SDR median of frames and the

median of tracks. The Demucs and X-UMX models are

Method
SDR [dB]

vocals bass drums other avg

proposed 4.99 3.93 5.00 3.18 4.28

threshold = 0.5 5.06 4.13 4.77 3.06 4.25

adaptive thresholds 4.70 3.72 3.70 2.62 3.68

train only w/ single-labeled 4.90 3.73 4.54 3.18 4.09

+ finetune w/ multi-labeled 4.33 4.33 4.19 3.14 4.00

self-refining ×5 4.65 3.87 5.07 2.89 4.12

Table 3. Ablation studies on MSS performances with

CrossNet-Open-Unmix.

trained on clean, noisy, and data processed with multi-

instrument classifiers, denoted by Ψ•. In this context, Ψ•

represents the classifier trained on each respective dataset,

as described in Section 5.1.

The baseline for this experiment is established using

MSS models trained on the noisy dataset. It is noteworthy

that all the results presented in the table exceed the base-

line performance. For the dataset processed with the multi-

instrument classifier Ψrefined, average SDR improvements

of 2.45 and 2.31 are observed for Demucs and X-UMX

models, respectively, in comparison to the noisy dataset.

Specifically, in Ψrefined case, both Demucs and X-UMX

models demonstrate substantial improvements in SDR val-

ues across all stems compared to those of Ψnoisy, with the

exception of bass in the X-UMX model.

5.2.1 Analysis in relation to instrument recognition

In Table 2, it is noteworthy that the performance of Ψrefined

exceeds the performance of Ψclean, even though Ψclean is

trained with a noise-free labeled dataset. This implies the

classification performance of Ψclean is inferior to the classi-

fication performance of Ψrefined. This discrepancy could be

attributed to differences in the data distribution between

the MUSDB18 and MDX2023 datasets. Moreover, the

number of training samples varies, with 100 samples in

the MUSDB18 dataset and 203 samples in the MDX2023

dataset. When refining a partially noisy dataset, employ-

ing the same partially noisy dataset can yield advantageous

outcomes than using the smaller clean dataset. This obser-

vation might be aligned with the findings in [12], which

report an improvement in performance when a larger quan-

tity of unlabeled data is present.

An additional factor to consider is the distinctive nature

of the MSS model training framework in our approach.

MSS models utilize the output of the classifier as input.

The performance of the MSS model can be affected dif-

ferently depending on the type of error in the classifier’s

output. For example, assume that the MSS model receives

a sample misclassified as a vocal stem when no vocals are

actually present (i.e. a false-positive sample for vocals). In

this case, the MSS model simply needs to predict silence

for the vocals stem and produce it as output, resulting in

no significant confusion. Conversely, consider a scenario

in which the MSS model receives a sample misclassified as

a non-vocal stem (e.g. drums + bass), despite the presence

of vocals, resulting in a false-negative sample for vocals. In

such a case, the model will attempt to allocate the vocals
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Figure 4. Precision and recall curves of the proposed classifier across different thresholds (x-axis) on each instrument. The

curves are generated using the MUSDB18 test set (clean).

present in the input data to the drum and bass stems. Fur-

thermore, our model differs from traditional MSS training

methods as it also accepts multi-stem data as input. In this

context, the vocals are present as the correct answer for

multiple mislabeled non-vocal stems, which confuses the

model. This not only negatively affects the performance of

the mislabeled stems but also the vocal stem itself.

As a consequence of the unique characteristics of our

training process, false-negative samples have a more sig-

nificant impact on MSS compared to false-positive sam-

ples, highlighting the increased significance of the recall

metric. Considering this perspective, the results presented

in Table 1 imply the possibility of the sub-optimal perfor-

mance of MSS trained on outputs of Ψclean, where the re-

call values are lower for all stems compared to Ψrefined.

5.2.2 Ablation studies

As shown in Table 3, we evaluate the performance of X-

UMX under various conditions to better understand the

significance of distinct aspects of our proposed method.

Threshold. We conduct experiments to examine the im-

pact of threshold determination for the classifier during the

training of MSS models using a classified dataset. The

evaluation is performed on the MUSDB18 test set. We

observe that reducing the threshold to 0.5 only exhibits an

SDR of 0.03 degradation compared to the original thresh-

old value of 0.9. This outcome can be attributed to the fact

that only 8% of Ψrefined outputs fall within the range of [0.1,

0.9] upon inference on the MUSDB18 test set. In Figure 4,

we present the precision and recall curves for each thresh-

old on individual instruments. It is evident from the curves

that the variations within that range for both precision and

recall are not substantial. Consequently, the choice be-

tween thresholds of 0.9 or 0.5 does not yield any notice-

able disparity. Furthermore, we conduct an experiment in-

volving adaptive thresholds for each instrument, where the

threshold for each instrument was set to maximize the F1

score of the classification performance. However, we ob-

serve a significant degradation in performance across all

instruments when employing adaptive thresholds. Maxi-

mizing the F1 score necessitates a trade-off between re-

call and precision, often leading to a decline in recall to

enhance precision. Consequently, the performance of the

MSS model experience degradation, aligning with the dis-

cussion presented in Section 5.2.1.

Training with multi-labeled data. When training solely

with the data estimated as single-labeled, the performance

is not as good as that of the proposed method. Incorporat-

ing both single- and multi-labeled data for fine-tuning after

the initial training on single-labeled data leads to a slightly

diminished performance, despite utilizing both types of la-

beled data during the training process.

Iterative self-refining. Finally, we examine the influ-

ence of the iterative self-refining technique on MSS per-

formance. The results indicate that an MSS model trained

with a noisy-labeled dataset refined five times through our

method does not yield superior performance compared to

the proposed model, trained on a dataset refined twice, and

the performance difference is insignificant. This observa-

tion suggests that excessive refinement iterations do not

necessarily lead to improved performance and that refin-

ing the dataset twice may be sufficient for optimal results.

6. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this paper presented a self-refining approach

to address the challenges of noisy-labeled data in train-

ing music source separation (MSS) models. Our proposed

method refines mislabeled instrument tracks in partially

noisy-labeled datasets, resulting in only a 1% accuracy

degradation for multi-label instrument recognition com-

pared to a classifier trained on a clean-labeled dataset. This

study highlights the importance of refining noisy-labeled

data for training MSS models effectively and demonstrates

that utilizing the refined dataset for MSS yields results

comparable to those obtained using a clean-labeled dataset.

Considering the real-world scenario of accessibility only

to a noisy dataset, MSS models trained on self-refined

datasets outperformed those trained on datasets refined

with a classifier trained on clean labels. The self-refining

approach we introduced offers a promising direction for

future research in the field of music information retrieval

and has the potential to be extended to other applications

requiring robust training on noisy-labeled datasets.
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